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Chapter 2197: Zhao qikun’s whereabouts 

He looked at the caller ID-it was sun Jingyi. Lin Yi picked it up.”Jingyi?” 

“Great pirate Jiang Yue, I’ve confirmed the location of the Wulong hao te mountain range, do you want 

to come with me?” Sun Jingyi’s words were filled with joy. Perhaps this trip to Wulong hao te would 

reveal some of her parents “secrets, she was naturally happy. 

“You’ve already confirmed? How about this, I’ll go find you at noon, and we’ll talk after we meet. ” Lin Yi 

said. 

“Sun Jingyi?” Mengyao frowned after Lin Yi hung up. “You’re going to look for her?” 

“Yes, I promised her that I would go with her to a place to find the mystery of her parents.” Lin Yi said. 

“Oh …” Chu Mengyao replied faintly. She didn’t seem too happy about this. 

“Shield bro, even Yaoyao sis is angry. Do you like Wang Xinyan or sun Jingyi? You can’t always be two-

timing, right? Why don’t you choose han Jingjing?” Chen Yushu asked for Chu Mengyao. 

“I … What’s my relationship with Jingjing …” Han Jingjing blushed and said in a daze,””I’m just learning 

from Lin Yi bro,” 

“I need something called pure yellow jade, and sun Jingyi happened to have one, it’s something her 

parents left for her …” Lin Yi had no choice but to explain with a bitter smile,””Sun Jingyi gave me this 

Jade, but by some stroke of luck, she found a map fragment inside …” 

Lin Yi didn’t tell Mengyao about this in detail before, but since she asked, he decided not to hide it. The 

people in the car were all people he trusted, so he didn’t have to hide it. 

“Oh, I see. She’s even willing to give you her parents ‘inheritance, so you shouldn’t let her down …” Chu 

Mengyao sighed. It seemed that sun Jingyi really treated Lin Yi well. This was a headache! 

Xiaoxiao only had one target for the main wife, and now there were Wang Xinyan and han Jingjing, and 

now there was sun Jingyi. It didn’t look easy! 

“It’s just that she’s a girl and it’s not convenient for her to go to the mountains alone. I’m just 

accompanying her. ” “It’s not that complicated …”Lin Yi said. 

The group arrived at the school. At the same time, Donghai’s hidden house Zhao was waiting. 

Master Yu and master Zhao had a heated argument, and even though master Zhao had told the truth 

after that, saying that the pill was given to house Zhao by Yu Huoxing, it was still something he didn’t do. 

Even if it was Yu Huoxing who gave it to him, the Hidden House Zhao shouldn’t hide it from him. After 

all, this was a rare treasure, and the two houses were in-laws. By right, elder Zhao should at least tell 

elder Yu! 



It didn’t make sense for them to take it all for themselves, but Yu Huoxing was the one who gave the pill 

to the Hidden House Zhao, so even if elder Yu wanted to reason with them, he couldn’t find a good 

reason. The two houses could only part on bad terms. 

Qibing had just bought a car as a reward for his hard work. He wanted to relax a little after the Hidden 

House Summit ended, but Lin Yi took his car away, and he returned to the Hidden House Zhao with a 

belly full of anger. 

But Qibing didn’t dare to hide anything-he told elder bi and old Zhao everything he knew about Lin Yi. 

After all, Lin Yi was The Public Enemy of house Zhao, and he couldn’t hide the fact that he met Lin Yi. 

“This Lin Yi, he’s too much!” Elder bi hmphed coldly after hearing what Qibing said-he was known for 

being protective, and once he decided on Qibing as his disciple, he’d naturally be very protective of him. 

Even if it was the Zhao’s who caused trouble first, he’d still put the blame on Lin Yi. 

“It’s not Lin Yi’s fault, it’s Qibing’s bad luck to bump into him. Any other hidden house’s kid would 

probably end up the same way if they bumped into Lin Yi!” Old Zhao waved his hand and said,””Even the 

Firewolf gang was defeated by Lin Yi, wasn’t it? Don’t be fooled by their arrogance in front of us. ” 

“That’s true-a while ago, something big happened to the firewolves. They didn’t say it, but there was 

news that Lin Yi broke an Jianwen’s leg in front of an Earth Class late phase peak protector, and extorted 

a huge sum of money …” Elder bi nodded.”Qibing, that’s why you didn’t lose face!” 

Of course, if they knew that the firewolves had lost another two million Yuan and a car, they would 

probably feel even more at ease. 

“Right, but Lin Yi asked me something!” “Lin Yi asked me about Zhao qikun,” Qibing said. “He said that 

Zhao qikun is his enemy and he didn’t see him at the Hidden House Summit, but I feel like he’s lying …” 

“As expected!” Old Zhao nodded,”if Lin Yi didn’t ask, I wouldn’t be sure if Tianqi altar was sending Lin Yi 

a message. But now that Lin Yi asked, I’m sure of it!” 

“That’s right, Zhao qikun was born to be a rebel-if he gets close to Lin Yi, he’ll be a huge problem for 

house Zhao when he grows up!” Elder bi said. 

“Yeah, if qikun really was Lin Yi’s enemy, would he ask him for no reason?” Qibing continued,”Lin Yi 

shouldn’t be someone who’s that free-he’s just a small character. There were so many people in the Ice 

Palace test, but he asked qikun … That’s a big problem …” 

“Elder bi, what do you think of this?” “Qitan’s still a child of house Zhao,”old man Zhao sighed.” He 

might be on good terms with Lin Yi, but he didn’t admit it. We can’t force him …” 

“Elderly head, I have a good idea!” Elder bi said after some thought. 

“Oh? What idea?” Old master Zhao asked. 

“It’ll be the test for the sky elixir sect in a while, and when that happens, we can let qikun join. It doesn’t 

matter if he admits it or not, we’ll just let him join the test-it’s a way to solve this problem once and for 

all …” Elder bi said. 



“The sky elixir sect’s test …” Old master Zhao’s face changed-he knew about this test, but compared to 

the Ice Palace’s test, the rewards were much better, but it was also much more dangerous! As a result, 

many of the hidden houses would rather go to the Ice Palace test than the sky elixir sect test. 

And even if they did, they would only send some of the disciples who weren’t from the main branch or 

weren’t specially trained. Because the sky elixir sect’s trials had been going on a lot over the years, the 

disciples who went basically never returned! (To be continued.) 

 


